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R. REDHEFFER venient, and is allowed by the proofs.) The development leads to a simple, systematic method of proving variety of growth theorems. Formulation of such a method is a principal goal of this paper, and our specific examples are intended only for illustration.
1. Some preliminary matters* We begin by giving a precise description of the class of functions being considered, and we also introduce some notation. With λ Λ and μ n as described above, our objective is to estimate the magnitude of the expression (1) F(
F(z) U Z?\
where W denotes the Weierstrass primary factor, The product is interpreted by taking all factors for which λ n and μ n lie on the interval ( -R,R) and then letting R -> oo. Thus, if A = Λ ι -Λ 2 , we have (z, u) dA(u) , when the limit exists. A suitable branch of the logarithm is easily determined in the upper half plane or in the lower half plane, and the relation between these branches is established by requiring that integrals of form F is reserved for functions which satisfy the hypothesis, and hence the conclusion, of the following elementary lemma. (The designation as " Theorem 1" does not describe the status of the assertion, but serves to facilitate cross reference. A similar convention is used for lemmas and corollaries throughout this paper.) THEOREM 1 (lemma) . Let A e (u) = o(u) For proof, integrate by parts in (3). The integrated terms have the form and disappear as R->co, We have, therefore, ( 5 ) log F(z) = z p lim \* A(u) -du u (z -u) provided the latter limit exists. Replacing u by -u gives another form for the integral (5) , and still a third form is obtained by taking half the sum of these two. In terms of A e and A o the third form is Formulas similar to (5) are well known in the theory of entire functions. But since A = A x -Λ 2 , and since the factor u p has been divided out in the definition of A, the present assumptions are weaker than the customary ones. For example when p -1 the even part of A is required to satisfy only Λ β (u) = o(u z ), 1 vr*A e (u)du exists .
Regardless of the value of p, both {λj and {μ n } can belong to products of infinite genus without invalidating the conclusion.
2* An asymptotic formula* By analogy with familiar properties of entire functions one can surmise that regular behavior of F follows from existence of the two limits ( 7) lim A(u) = D-, lim A(u) = D + .
11-*-oo iι-*oa
We shall see that this is the case and in fact, that the weaker condition introduced by the author [11] is sufficient. Evidently (7) implies (8) but the converse is false even if λ Λ and μ n are integers. THEOREM We have to write log | 2 esc θ | rather than log | csc 0 | because of the accident that the latter function vanishes at θ -ττ/2. The assertion of uniformity is relevant only near 0 and π.
Suppose A(u) is bounded and A(ur)
Upon taking r = us we find that the first condition (8) is equivalent to the two conditions ( 9) 
lim [A e (rt) -A e (r)] -0 , limJ4,(rί) -
An easy contour integration gives --du=-πisgny and hence, I e can be estimated as in [5] . That is, multiply (11) by A e (r), subtract from (10) , and let u = tr. The result is
= 2 sgn
The integral is now analyzed by breaking the range at δ and 1/δ, 
which arises when -4 0 (ίr) is replaced by 1. Setting t = 1/s in the second integral produces an integral much like the first, so that
by a short calculation. We now write
The range of integration is divided at δ and 1/δ in the first and second integrals, respectively. 
for each δ > 0, then the same conclusion holds in Theorem 2, except that the term log 12 esc θ \ must be replaced by the larger term |csc0|. (The condition that A be bounded can also be weakened, as is evident.) To prove the sufficiency of (13) we need only observe that
The advantage of the term log | 2 esc θ | is that it has a convergent integral with respect to θ. More generally, let F be a function satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 2, with the error term η log | 2 esc θ \ replaced by any function 7) (r, θ) 
The corresponding simplified form of Theorem 2 can be read off by inspection. In particular, the case p = 1, F even, gives
If we specialize further by making A 2 -0 (so that F is entire) then this is a result of Kahane and Rubel [5] , supplemented by the additional information concerning uniformity of the error.
To introduce the next example define
as is customary, and also There is a similar theorem for x -» -oo which distinguishes the cases: p even, p odd. If F is even and p is odd, the integral in Theorem 3 vanishes identically, and the conclusion is log | F(x) \ ^ o(x p ). The special case p = 1 is in [11] , though the proof here follows [5] .
To show the connection of our results with the classical theory du , R > 0 .
Jtf-β Z -U
The result of applying the operator * to any function is here called an incomplete Hubert transform of that function, because it becomes a Hubert transform when R = oo. Both Ά and A* are, as a rule, principal terms in our estimates. The former is important if the growth of A is moderately fast, while the latter is important near the real axis. By contrast, the expressions
are in the nature of error terms. We take the view that the ~ in A f the * in A*, and the superscript in A m denote operations to be performed on any function to which they are applied. Thus, A^ is obtained from (19) with m = 2 and with A o replacing A. To get the second estimate define
When x > 0 the conclusion of Theorem 1 gives (21) is therefore dominated by Addition of (22) and (23) gives an estimate which is sharper than that of the theorem when r 2 ^ 2x 2 . So far we have assumed x > 0. If φ(z) = 2"*logics) then φ( -z) is obtained by writing ~A e (u) instead of A e (u) in the formula for φ(z) (Theorem 1). Upon noting the effect of this substitution on A o , on A*, and on the error terms, we obtain Theorem 4.
The restriction 2x 2 <: r 2 means that | sin θ \ ^ (l/2)τ/ΊΓ, in other words, z lies in a 90-degree sector centered about the positive or negative real axis. Now, a restriction of the type | sin θ | <; δ is entirely harmless, because for other values of z the first estimate can be used. It is therefore relevant to note that, if sin θ = 0(VT) and R = \x\ O(δ), then the coefficient "4" in the second error term can be replaced by 1 + O(δ) as δ -> 0 +. This is true because the stated conditions give
apart from a factor 1 + O(S), and r = | x | apart from the same factor. The second assertion of Theorem 4 remains valid if the term
Proof of this requires a somewhat different estimate for the part of the error due to A e on (0, x), x > 0. By (20) this part of the error does not exceed
The conclusion (24) now follows from the inequalitŷ
The classes B p and M p . As noted in §1, r ^ 0. If φ = φ(r) is a function of r the statement " φe B p " means that φ is integrable and
On the other hand functions of u, such as A(u), are defined for -cx5 < u < oo. The statement A G JB P then means that (25) 
A(u) belongs to B£ if | A(r) | <£ φ(r) and | A( -r)\ ^ ψ(r), where φ is an increasing function satisfying (25).
If φ = φ(r) is a function of r the statement " φ e M p " means that p ^ 0, and that φ(r)r p is increasing but φ(r)r~p is decreasing. For functions of u rather than r the same convention is used as in the case B. Thus, the even and odd parts must belong to M p , taking u = r ^ 0. THEOREM 5 (lemma) . Let φ ^ 0 be integrable, let φ = 0 near 0, and for m > 0 define
Then:
The statement (i) is trivial and (ii) follows by a change in order of integration, as is well known. To get (iii) consider φ(2r) -φ(r).
Under the given hypothesis it is found that φ(r) ^ 7φ(2r) for some constant 7. But φ(r)eBf by (ii), and hence φ(2r) has the same property. The statement (iv) follows from
In the last step we used (iii) together with the observation that r m φ m (r) is nondecreasing for m > 0. Proof of (v) is similar. In (iii) the purpose of assuming r a φ(r) increasing is to ensure an inequality of form φ(r) <£ jφ(βr) for large r. The same end would be accomplished by the weaker condition 
Λ(r) £ O[H(r)] -| A(r) \ £ O[H(r))
for every function HeM p , and furthermore, 
We say "x and λ w are separated by c" if c is a positive constant such that the conditions
hold for all n.
THEOREM 6 (lemma). Let φ be integrable and for
(ii) 7%e condition φ e K(D) implies Re ζ5* ^ 2min (DR, VJ (iii) 7/ λ Λ and x are separated by c, then ReΛ* ^ -2Rc~\
The statement (i) follows from the observation that
where ψ is the first-quadrant angle defined by βin* = 1*1 .
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To establish (ii) define
where ψ is increasing. Therefore I(ψ) <g 0, and we obtain
Proof of the inequality involving J depends on the fact that for y = 0 the kernel in (28) not only changes sign at x, but is monotone on each side of x. We carry out the proof by maximizing I(φ) subject to (29) where J o is constant. We can suppose Λ/DJ 0 ^ OR, since otherwise the desired estimate follows from the estimate already obtained.
If φ(u) = 0 at u -x, the maximizing function must be positive for u < x and negative for u > x. (Otherwise we could increase / without changing J.) Thus, (x -u)φ(u) Ξ> 0, the value of I increases as I y I decreases, and hence we can assume y = 0. Since (x -u)~ι is monotone for u < x, the area at the left of x should be pushed as close to x as possible. Similarly the (negative) area at the right of x should be pushed as close to x as possible. The maximizing function for y = 0 therefore follows the line s -D(x -u) from x -a to x + β, say, and is zero elsewhere.
Because of the symmetry of (x -u)~\ if a > β we could do better by transferring some of the area from the left to the right, and similarly if a > β. Thus a = β, and the maximum value is 2Da as in the previous discussion. Since Da 2 ^ J o , this gives the final result. We must still justify our initial assumption that φ = 0 at the central point, x. The following elegant discussion, simpler than the author's, is due to Ernst Straus. Let φ -φ ί + φ 2 , where φ x is even about the point x and φ 2 is odd, with φ 2 {x) = 0. Then
Indeed, the first relation can be seen from the fact that φ e K(D) is equivalent to φ' ;> -D when φ is differentiate. The second is obvious, and the third follows from
Jo Jo
Therefore φ can be replaced by φ 2 , giving ^(0) = φ 2 (0) -0. Under the hypothesis (iii) the condition Λ(u) = 0 at u = x implies that the graph of s = Λ(u) lies above the line s = c~\u -x) f or u < x and below the line for u > x. The foregoing method thus gives the conclusion.
7* Comparison* No use has been made of the fact that Λ 2 is an integer, and hence it is permissible to take Λ 2 (u) = Du, | u | p sgn u, and so on. The resulting estimates give information about the entire function associated with A lm Thus many classical results on entire functions that seem unrelated to ours are in fact corollaries.
The same extension can be made without losing the applicability to meromorphic functions. Namely, if A(u) ~ B(u) as \u\-+°°, we compare F(z) with the function z p G(z), where
It is supposed that B(r) exists as a Cauchy principal value, and the integral (31) therefore exists also, near 0, as a Cauchy principal value. A suitable relation between the branches for y > 0 and y < 0 is found by the transformations leading to Theorem 1. Since the integral operators in Ά, A* and in Theorem 1 are linear, Theorem 6 remains valid if z~p log F(z) is replaced by
and A is replaced by E -A -B. For proof, assume that the integrals El and El converge; otherwise there is nothing to prove. Since B = A -E the corresponding integrals with B also converge (though perhaps not absolutely) and we can transform the integral for G as in Theorem 1. This establishes the assertion. For example, if 0 < p < 1, our interpretation leads to 
For B(u) = D we have G(z) = -πiDsgnθ by (11) , and combining this with the above result for D o gives
, where Z)(u) is defined to be for the range u < -1, -l^u^l, and 1 < w, respectively.
These equations give a suitable value for G, and the relation between F and G is then determined by Theorem 4. Analysis of the term J57* is facilitated by the fact that 
Jx-R
This leads to an alternative form of Theorem 4, involving A rather than A.
8* A theorem of Lindelof* When used in the manner described, Theorems 4-6 give a variety of specific results with the greatest ease. 
THEOREM 7 (corollary). Let S(r) be the sum (16) and let A(u)
=
(iii) S(r) = O[H(r)].
For proof note that (i) => (iii) by the first estimate in Theorem 4, together with Theorem 5 (i). The implication (iii) => (ii) follows from the two estimates in Theorem 4, together with Theorem 5 (i) and Theorem 6 (i) . This is true because the inequality
holds whenever | A(u) \ S H(\ u |) with HeM p .
Thus we get a suitable value for M in Theorem 5. Finally, (ii) => (i), completing the circle of equivalence.
By Theorem 5 (ii) and (iv) we see that Theorem 7 also applies when the condition " = O(H)" is replaced throughout by " e B p " or " eB£, \p\<l.
But the assertion of uniformity requires | esc θ \ instead of log | 2 esc θ\, if by uniformity we mean that the dominating function Φ(r) in (25) 
Then for any constant C > 2 there is a constant d such that:
(i) I ί\(r, θ) I ^ CH(r)[\og \ esc θ \ + CJ 0 < | β |< TΓ (ii) F^r, θ) ^ Cίί(r) log + h C x provided F is entire, p is L H(r) J ,
α^d (1 -p) A(u) is bounded below. Moreover, if instead of He M p we have H{r) decreasing and rH(r) increasing for large r, the conclusions (i) and (ii) hold with an extra 1 error term 2H(r) log 4 H(r)
We first consider the case HeM p .
The preceding results are applied, to F(z) -z p G(z) with B(u) = D, so that G(z) = -πiDsgnθ. By Theorem 5(ΐ), the first estimate of Theorem 4 gives both parts of Theorem 8 in any region of the type | sin θ \ ;> δ > 0. We therefore use the second estimate of Theorem 4, taking | sin θ \ ^ δ and R -δ j x The positive constant δ is chosen so small that (42) and also, by (37), so small that E(u) = A(^) -Z> satisfies (43) I JE?(w) I ^ (l + -η\H{r) , for | a? -u \ £ R .
The result of applying Theorem 4 is now
We have used the fact that E(\ x\) = A(\ x\) = Ά(r) + 0[H(r)].
Since £7*(z, R) can be estimated by (43) 
This gives uA ε (u) e K(D 0 ) where D o is independent of ε, and hence uA(u) has the same property. We have used the fact that u ι~v ^> 0 for p odd, and also the assumption that (1 -p) A(u) is bounded below.
Since uA(u) e K{D 0 ), evidently uE(u) e K{D 0 + D). Writing E* as an abbreviation for E*(z, R), we note that
by ( (46) Re
Hence, using (45), (47) Re
and, taking real parts in (44),
Since | sin ^ | is small and p is odd, cos (p -1)0 > 0. The sense of the inequality (46) is therefore preserved in (47), and we obtain the statement (ii). The final assertion follows from
and from a similar estimate for the expression (24), with a factor 2 in the principal term. The details are similar to those in [11] . If h(r) is increasing and r~ιh{r) decreasing, C is any constant larger than 4, and if r~ιh{r) e M p with | p | < 1 then C is any constant larger than 2. As shown by examples in [11] , the values 2 and 4 cannot be improved. Equation (49) refers to entire functions of genus 1. For meromorphic functions the result is given by Theorem 8(i), and in particular, (49) holds as an equality, with C replaced by a bounded function of r and θ, in any region of the type
I sin θ I ^ (const) H(r) .
This is evident by comparing the forms of the error in (i) and (ii).
When F is even the integral on the right of (49) [11] . If
as is assumed by Boas, we can also extend his estimate
to the more general functions being considered here. With
we have
as x->λ, where F 1 is defined by the equation. When x = λ the function F x {x) satisfies the conditions needed in Theorem 6(iii). This latter result can therefore take the part that was formerly taken byTheorem 6(ii); and a simplified version of the argument leading to Theorem 8 now gives (50).
10* Oriented products* If A(u) = 0 for u > 0, the decomposition into even and odd parts is unnecessary, and the appropriate conditions on A are, as a rule, such that A(r) is an error term rather than a principle term. But despite this increased simplicity, the desired estimates are not special cases of the foregoing. The trouble is that the previous error terms are large on the positive real axis, whereas they should now be small.
To discuss these matters define (51) A\r) = and let φ\r) be given by (51) with A( -u) = φ(u), for any function φ. The expression (51) is an error term analogous to those in (19). Though (51) does not follow from (19) by putting m -0, we have
and hence, φ\r) can be estimated by Theorem 5. Since φ\r) is increasing, it is automatically in B^ if in B p .
If φ is a function of r the statement " φeL p " means that φ is positive and integrable, and (53) lim -έί^I = t p , t > 0 A function of u belongs to L p if its even and odd parts do when regarded as functions of r. As was the case for B p , here too interest centers about the behavior as r -> oo, Convergence of the integrals near 0 is assured for the functions with which we are concerned, and is not emphasized in the sequel. It is known [6] that the functions satisfying (53) can be represented in the form (53) is uniform on d <^ t ^ 1/δ. As is also known [9] , the class L p is a slight generalization of the class {r p{r) }, where p(r) is a Lindelof proximate order with limit p. Using this fact, or (54), we obtain 
where η -• 0 uniformly in\θ\<πasr->°°. I) . 
If δ is a small positive number, the integral from 0 to δr is uniformly Since the convergence (53) is uniform, the proof of Theorem 9 is complete if
δ being fixed. But (56) is easily verified by (27). The first two parts of Theorem 9 correspond to Theorem 4, and hence, the discussion of A* and of comparison applies without change. For example, let a, β and p be constants between 0 and 1, and for H(u) , where u~aH(u) increases and u β~Ή (u) decreases. Then
for I θ I < π, as is seen by use of the comparison function (33) in the first assertion of Theorem 9. A sharper result, involving log sec 0/2, follows from the second assertion. The third statement of Theorem 9 sharpens and extends the classical result of Valiron [9] . Instead of the particular function u p one can introduce an arbitrary comparison function B(u). The resulting development yields an alternative form of Theorem 2, in which the given condition on A(u) is replaced by
11* Elementary remarks on completeness* The function A* introduced in the preceding discussion has an interesting connection with the problem of completeness of complex exponentials. A set {e iλ » x } has completeness length I if it is complete on every interval of length less than /, and on no larger interval. In other words, the completeness length is I if the condition
implies that / is equivalent to 0, when a < //2, and has a nontrivial solution / when a > 1/2. It is well known that I is independent of the class L p to which / belongs. We therefore take feL 2 , so that the Paley-Wiener representation theorem can be used. If the set is complete on no interval we set / = 0, and if it is complete on every interval, then 1= oo.
To distinguish the completeness interval for exp (iλ n x) from that for exp (ίμ n x) we write 7(λ) or I(μ), as the case may be. As elsewhere in this paper, A γ is the counting function for the λ's and A 2 for the μ's, and A = A ι -A 2 . The assumption that λ Φ 0 and μ Φ 0 involves no loss of generality, because any finite number of λ's or μ's can be altered without affecting the completeness.
It is convenient to define
du .
The notation Λ°° suggests a function that describes the behavior of A near oo. This contrasts with the function
Λ (x, R) = ["-4&-du ,
which is a measure of local behavior. If Fί(z) is any function with zeros X n and poles μ n , by using Jensen's theorem as in [7] we get When AeB ly Theorem 10 gives
apart from a function of class Bt. If ψ(x)eBΐ, there is an entire function E(z), of arbitrarily small type, such that \E(x)\ ^ exp [ -φ(\ x |) ]. (A simple proof of this well known result is given in [10] and also in [12] .) Since (10) shows that log I F(iy) \ = o(\y\) when AeB lf we conclude that J(λ) <: I(μ), if the function on the right of (61) admits an upper bound ψ(x) e Bf.
Symmetry of the hypothesis then gives J(λ) = I(μ).
A convenient way to handle the term Λ°°(x) is to assume 
If S is chosen to be the square root of the integral we are led to the second condition in Theorem 11. The first condition follows from the remarks made in connection with (62). It should be observed that the conditions are independent, in the sense that neither follows from the other, even if A(u) is replaced by \A(u)\. The interest of Theorem 11 lies partly in the fact that the proof is so elementary, and partly in the fact that no regularity is assumed for the individual sequences {λj and {μ n }. Thus, {λj might have density 0 and JΓ(λ) = oo without invalidating the conclusion.
By the Schwarz inequality the second condition of the theorem holds if
where φ is any positive function such that f dr rφ(r)
If φ(r)/r is decreasing, an integration by parts shows that this new condition can be replaced by φ(\u\)\Λ{u)\eB 1 .
In particular, we can take φ(r) = log r(log log r) a with a > 1. Since the choice φ(r) = log r is already sufficient to ensure the first condition of Theorem 11, /(λ) =I(μ) follows with no further hypothesis. In the special case in which {λj is symmetric and A 2 (u) = Du the result is a sharpened form of a criterion of Koosis ([8] , Th. 11). 12* Additional remarks on completeness• Apart from the Paley-Wiener theorem, the foregoing discussion from beginning to end uses nothing more elaborate than integration by parts. We now mention a stronger result that follows from the deep theorem of Beurling and Malliavin [1] , If the two functions
of Theorem 10 both belong to B u the result [1] gives J(λ) = I(μ). The same holds if the fuction on the right of (61) admits an upper bound in B l9 We use this latter observation to establish.
THEOREM 12. If/r(x) e B, and A(x) log log | x \ e B u then I(λ) = I(μ).
The right side of (61) is φ(x) -A°°(x), where
Js t
We form a sequence with x n = 2 n and y n so that (y n , y n+1 ) is the middle third of the interval (x n , x n+1 ).
On the interval (x n , x n+1 ) it is convenient to define R(x) = R n = \x n , S(x) = S n = \R % . 3 n 2 Since x n = y n -R n < y n+1 + R n = x n+1 , for S n ^ t ^ R n it follows that Dividing by x\ and summing on n, we conclude that where E is the set of all the middle thirds. A similar calculation using a different sequence {x n } gives the result for the left-hand thirds, and likewise for the remaining thirds. Repeating the argument for x < 0, we find that φ{x) e B u and hence J(λ) <^ I(μ). Symmetry gives J(λ) = I(μ). The above choice of S n leads to a simple result but is not optimum. If S n is chosen so as to minimize the estimate, the needed condition is found to be 4-< °° > where I n = \" n+1 ISψi dx .
This is sharper than the former condition X I n log n < °o. The foregoing results do not assume that either sequence {λ n } or {λJ has a density. However, the special case Λ 2 (u) = Du, where D is a positive constant, gives added insight into the function Λ*. We then have On the other hand, assuming A e B 1 and A°° e B u our results show that J(λ) ^ 2πD if A* (x, R) ^ φ(x) where φ eδ lt Here the condition is needed not for all R but only for R restricted as in Theorem 10. A set {e UnX } is said to be exact if it is complete on some interval but becomes incomplete when one term e iλx is removed. The set has finite (positive or negative) excess if it becomes exact upon removal or adjunction of finitely many terms. We now establish: Without loss of generality we can assume that {λj consists precisely of the zeros of G(z), and that G(0) = 1. As far as the form of G is concerned, we shall use only the fact that G(z) satisfies where φeBt.
The Hadamard factorization theorem then shows that the function G is identical with the function e~c*F(z) of Theorem Theorem 10 now shows that Λ^ix) admits a lower bound in Bt for -oo < x < oo, and since A°° is odd, we conclude that A°°eBt. Applying Theorem 10 again gives the second assertion. 13* Examples concerning entire functions* The foregoing analysis distinguishes rates of growth specified by h(r) , h(r) log ? r ,
h(r) logr . h(r)
Also the classes B x and Bt are distinguished. We give examples to show that these distinctions do not result from inadequacy of the analysis, but are essential.
Throughout the discussion
A(u) -A^u) -Du
where A x is the counting function for the real sequence {λj and D is a constant between 0 and 1. The condition D < 1 enables us to construct examples with simple zeros at the integers only, but is otherwise irrelevant. We use h to denote a function which is continuous, positive, and even, and satisfies the conditions h(r) = o(r) , r~ιh{r) e M p
